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ABSTRACT

This paper researches the factors of illunination , age, and task design
and their effects on visual performance. A experimental design is developed
to show that people in older age brackets (40 to 50 years of age) can
perform visual task , under hi~~i illtxnination levels , as well as people in
younger age brackets (20 to 30 years of age) but as the illuniration level
decreases task performances drop.
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CHAPTER I

INTF~)DUCTIGN

The task of developing a li~~ ting arrangei~ nt for improved production

is of great concern to the engineer . Production of many itans involve

difficult visual tasks, which are often near the hunan visual limits.

Two basic approaches can be used in inproving task visibility . The

first approach can be to change the task to caTpensate for the lighting

arrangenent. The second approach can be to change the lighting level for

performing the task . Changing the lighting level would seen mare logical .

By designing a suitable light ing systen to irrprove the working conditions ,

the tasks performed could possibly be done more readi ly reducing mariufac-

turing costs. The most obvious way to iiiprove illunination , providing

a suitable working envirorment , is by changing the light intensity to

give the people concerned a canfortable ath~osphere . A great deal of

research has been directed towards experimenting with various light

intensities and task brighthess (1, 2 , 5, 6 , 7) .  In each case , the

subjects were observed and their various task performances noted.

Present means of designing a suitable lighting arrangenent have been

developed through experimentation , past data and various design equat ions

used to model a ~~itab1e lighting systen. When designing a lighting

arrarigenent , considerat ion should be given for the task involved and the

eiployees . A drawback in mast of the past design methods is that they

did not take into consideration the physio1o~~’ of the eye . The author

designs an experiment to support his reccxTmendations that the physiolo~~i

of the eye be of vita l considerat ion when designing a lighting arrangenent .



Objective

The main obj ective of this paper is to show that the physiolo~ p

of hunan vision is an essential factor in designing a lighting arrange ment .

By exper imentation , the author shows that people in younge r age brackets

(20 — 30 yrs ) perform better than othe rs in older age brackets (40 — 50 yrs )

under given conditions of illunination , and at sane point when the light

intensi ty is increased , the older subjects can perform on the same level

as the younger workers . In this experimentation , three factors , illurni-

nance , age group and task diff iculty will be studied to observe the

interrelationships of each .

The exper iments enploy the use of Landolt-ring charts ( 1) .  L.andolt-

rings are one of a series of inconplete rings or circles used in study ing

visual di scrimination or acui ty . Two types of Landolt-r ings ar e used .

One identified as Type A Larxiolt-rin g is described as either a circle or

a ring with a gap at one of eight positional points on the ring. Type B

Landolt -ring is described in the same manner except Type B gaps will be

harder to locate because they are hidden in the maze-like figure. The

Landolt-rings ar e drawn to form a matrix . The size of the Landolt-rings

either Type A or Type B are 3/4 inches in size. The experiments involved

a subj ect identifying those rings in the mat ri x which have a break or a

gap in a specified position . Each person was timed to caipare results

with other subj ects. The subjects are grouped into two age brackets. The

firs t bracket included people 30 years of age or less , while the second

bracket included people 40 years of age or older . Fran these tests , it will

be shown that older people perfo rm just as well as yo~u~ger people at high

intensities of light , but as the illuninari ce dec reases , the older people ’ s

performance levels drop of f.

2
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The remainder of the paper is divided into four chapters . The basics

of eye anatamy and factors of concern when developing lighting system

will be discussed in Chapter II. An explanation of what the experiments

involve and how the test are run will be explai ned Ln Chapter III.

Chapter IV will consist of experimental results and discussion. Finally,

Chapter V gives a sLzTmar y and reccz~inendations for future studies .



CHAPTER II

REVIE~ OF LITERATURE

Several factors that relate to performing visual tasks , and procedures

that relate to studying the performance of subjects under various conditions

and how their performances are related to their age are analyzed in the

fi rst half of this chapter. The second portion of the literature research

describes the general ç*iysical description of the eye and its main functions .

Visual Task and Related Factors

The seeing tasks enc iuitered in industry vary widely in what they

require of the eyes for a successful accarçlisiment. The ability of the

eye is dependent upon the visibility of the work, but rnodif’ied by the

visual capabilities of the hunan being himself. Task visibility is

determined by its size , contrast , time of viewing , and brighthess ( 3 ) .

There is an interrelationship involved between these factors when per-

forming a task .

The first factor examined is the relationship of task performance

and the size of the item worked on. As the size increases , visibility

increases , and up to a certain point becanes easier. Also , with effecti

lighting the task performance becc*nes easier.

Time is another factor related to performing a given task . The

speed with which a man can do his job is often a measure of his productive-

ness . If low brighthess prevails , extra time will be needed to acca~~lish

a part icular task. If the brighthess is increased , the time needed to

perform a certain task will shorten . Also , tasks seen under high contrast

and large size , generally requi re less t ime to perform

.4



Brighthess is another factor which is very important, because it is

a controllable factor. Brighthess resulting from the light on the task

and the surro~~~iing visual field may be controlled within limits by

varying the light intensity. Higher brighthess levels can ccxTpensate

for other factors involved in performing a visual task.

The most inportant factor which is the main theme of this paper is

the problem of age and subncrmal vision (2). Age is irrportant , as a

facthr to be dealt with , and too often ignored while designing a suitable

lighting arrangement . As aging progresses , a considerable nuiter of

changes occur in the eye. Significant changes are a gra dual retreat of

the near point and a considerable increase in the absorption and scattering

of light in the eye itself and a reduction in the pup il diameter for a

given adaptation level (2). Because of these aging factors, which hinder

a person ’s prothctivi ty , consideration should be given to provide more

illuminat ion for the older workers compensating for his loss in visual

capaci ty.

The pupil size is an important factor in the aging process . The size

of the pupil decreases with age requiring higher bri ghthess levels on an

object to create the sane degree of bri ghthess on the retina of older

eyes as obtained with younger eyes having larger pupils. It is possible

to establish the bri ghthess necessa ry to caipensate for the loss of

pupil size of an older person .

Acccrrm odation is another consideration to be studied when c.esignirg

a lighting system . Accannodation is the ad.justh~ent of the lens of the

eye to ~ix upon obj ects at different di stances . Age tends to flatten the

lens permanently. The ability of an eye , old or yot~~g, normal or subno rmal ,

5



to accannodate is inproved with increases in illumination . Other age

factors that should be observed by illuminating engineers are visual

acuity, speed of vision, ability to detect peripheral movements, ability

to see under sudden changes of lighting and resistance to glare.

Several studies have shown the relationships between age , illuninance

and visual performance. Boyce (1) showed that age is an irrportant inter-

vening variable in the relationship between illuminance and visual perfor-

marxe. His study involved cczrparing results by people 30 years of age

and older . The results cane from various experiments using Lardolt-ring

charts. The conclusion was that age is a factor when performing a visual

task . Boyce produced other papers that supported this concept (2 ) .

Prodictivity is one by-product of the relationship between age , illuni-

na-ice and visual performance. Increased labor , material , energy, and capi-

tal costs have braight increased aipha sis on ii~proving worker productivit y

in office and industry. Whi le it has long been known that there is a

positive relationship of lighting to productivi ty, several recent studi es

document the quantitative effects.

One investigation by Dr. Phili p Hugh studied the effects of roan

illumination at 150 foot candles and 50 foot candles on keypunch operators

( 5 ) .  The study was conducted over a five week period . Weeks 1 , 3, and 5

were at 150 footca rd les and weeks 2 and 4 were at 50 foot candles . The

results showed a 12 percent overall reduction in the nuther of keypunch

cards punched by the operators when working under the reduc ed illumination

(50 FC ) .  Anothe r study concen~ied 500 clerical account ing ~~ployees in a

Social Security Building . The lighting was reduc ed from 100 foot candles

to 50 foot candles . Productivity dropped 30 percent over a six week span

( 6 ) .

6
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I
The Illuminating Engineering Society Reccmrierded Practice for Office

Lighting is shown in Table 1. The illumination levels are for young

adults with normal vision and better than 20/30 corrected vision . For

efficient use and to achieve maximum productivity, the illumination levels

should vary accordingly to the personnel involved .

Physical Features of the Eye

The structure of the eye is shown in Figure 1. When the light strikes

the eye it rn zst first pass thr ough the cornea . Because of its curvature ,

there is a considerable refraction of light rays when entering the cornea.

Next , the ray s enter the crystalline lens of the eye . The lens has an

elastic capsule which tends to flatte n out or form a spherical shape

Leperding on whether an object is near by or far away. The flexibility

is the to the sclera or outer portion of the eye and is tran~nitted

to the lens by the ciliary raiscles . After light penetrates the lens , an

image is formed on the retina . There , a chemical process takes place in

the rods and cones and the image is received by the nerve fiber and sent

to the brain. The cones are capa ble of color di scrimination and are the

receptors most requentl y used in everyday visual functions . The rods ,

which lack color discrimination , are more sensitive thor cones and are

more active at low levels of lumi

nanc e.7



TABLE 1

Recarm erded Practice for Office Lighting

Office Area Footcardle on Tasks

Drafting Roams :

a.)  Detailed drafting & designing. 200
b .)  Rough layout drafting. 150

Accounting Offices :

a.) Auditing, tabulat ing, bookkeeping
business machine operation, canputer
operation . 150

General Offices :

a.) Reading poor reproductions, business
machine operation , carputer operation . 150

b.)  Reading handwriting in hard pencil or on
poor paper , active filing, mail sorting. 100

c.)  Reading handwriting in ink or medium
pencil on good quality paper , intermittent
filing. 70

Private Offices:

a.)  Reading poor reporducticri, business
machine operation. 150

b. )  Reading handwriting in hand pencil
or on poor paper reading fair repro-
ductions . 100

c.)  Reading handwriting in ink on good
quality paper . 70

d.) Reading high contrast or well-printed
materials. 30

e .)  Conferring or interviewing. 30

Conference Roams :

a.)  Critical seeing tasks. 100
b . )  Conferring. 30
c .)  Note taking during projection . 30

Washroans: 30

Elevators, Escalators 20

8



TABLE 1 ( con ’t)

Office Area Footcand.les on Tasks

Stairways 20

Cooridors 20

Illuminati ng Engineering Society (3)

9
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CHAPFER III

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

Cbj ective

The objectives of this experiment is to investigate the performance

levels of various subjects under different intensities of light , to

dete rmine if age , illuminance and task difficulty were related . One

color ( amber ) of illuminati on was selected and the visual performances

of eight subj ects were recorded . Two 150 watt white frosted in candes-

cent light bulbs were used in the experiments. The light intensity for

the frosted white color bulbs was varied between two levels . The two

levels used were 10 foot candles and 175 foot candles. The subj ects in

the exper iments were divided into two age brackets . The firs t bracket

consists of people 30 years of age and younger , while the second group

was made up of people 40 years of age and older. Task scores , obtained

from various La-dolt-ring charts , were used to evaluate visual performance.

Physical Setup

The experim ents were conducted in a 10 by 10 foot darkened roan . The

subjects were seat ed at a table to perform their tasks. For each experi-

ment a particular La-dolt-ring chart was placed on the table and measure-

ments of the time taken to perform a certain task were recorded. Illtxn i-

nation of the task was provi ded by placing two light sources in front and

above the subj ects. The conditions were such that a ccmfor table working

area was produced .

Envi roninenta]. Conditions

The major enviromental condition of concern in these experiments

is illumination of the working area . Once the experiments were started ,

11



precautions were taken to make sure no additional light would occur.

As previously mentioned, the experiments were conducted under two

illumination intensity levels. The lighting for the working area was

controlled by using a dimner switch so that each intensity level could be

controlled. The light sources used in these experiments were General

Electric incar descant light bulbs . The frosted incandescent light bulbs

were rated at 150 watts .

The two illumination intensi ty levels were measured using General

Electric foot—candl e meter. This meter can measure light intensities

fran 0 ft-c ( foot-candles ) to 1000 ft-c. The measur ements for the various

light intensities were taken at the point where the charts would be

placed to perform the task . The levels of illumination used in the

experiments were set at 10 and 175 ft-c. The exper iments were performed

in a roan where the noise levels would not effect the concentration of

the subjects performing their tasks.

Subj ect Selected

The selection of subj ects was an inportant part in preparing the

exper iments. A total of eight people were chosen . Four of the subjects

were of the age 30 or less while the othe r four were 40 years of age and

older . No one in the groups was younger than 20 or older than 50. Each

group contained two male and two female mamb ers. Only one person , who

was in the younger age group , had attended college . Three of the subjects

had normal vision while the remaining five required the use of corrective

lenses , to aid their vision.

12



Task Design

The type of task was selected so as to prove that older people

require a longer time to ccziplete a task when carpared with younger

people under certain illumination levels . Tasks chosen for the e.xperi—

ments were La-dolt-ring charts which incitried either Type A or Type B

Lax-dolt—rings .

The Type A rings as explained before are just circ les or rings 3/4

inches in diameter with gaps, one gap on each rings , at one of eight

positional points on the rings. Type B Landolt-rings are of the sane

descri ption as Type A, but the gaps on the rings are hidden in the maze-

like figure. The gap for the 3/4 inch rings is approximately 1/8 inch in

length . All charts are made up of either all Type A or Type B rings in

a 7 by 7 matrix , note Figur’e 2 for the types of Landolt-rings used in the

charts .

TYPE A TYPE B

0~~~S
Figure 2

13
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The considerations to be noted in designing these charts and the

lighting arrangements were , first , to observe the difficulty the older

subj ects would have in identif ying the particular rin gs at low illunina-

tion . Next , to carpare the results of the tasks performed by the groups

under varied illuminations in the experiments. Finally , the design of the

experiments were to show that aging of the eye faculties can have an

effect on visual performance.

Test Procedure

The subj ects in each grcup were instructed in the prop er manne r of

task performance by the experi meter the day before their test were reco rded .

In the preparatory sessions each subject performed severa l Landolt-r ing

charts under normal lighting conditions and then were told how the

lighting levels would be changed for each exper iment to be recorded the

next day.

Before the experiments were started , a Table was constructed representing

chart type , illumination and group type of 32 tests for rardanization

piiposes . Carplete rancianization ensured the aver aging out of any effects

which might be correlated with the time of the exper iments (4). A flip

of a coin was used to determi ne the order of all 32 runs . For each run ,

three flips were made to determine chart type (A or B ) ,  Illumination.

(10 ft-c or 175 ft-c ) and Age Group . Heads represented either chart type

(A Lardolt-ring) , or low illumination (10 ft-c ) or Age Group (young age

bracket ). Tails represented the other three alternatives. A typical

exarple for a coin flip would be 1-ni, which represents a run of chart type

A ( H ) ,  high Illumination ( T )  and older age group ( T ) .  It should be noted

that sane of the corditions~ may be rep eated ( exaTple HHH and HH H ). The

ox-dy restriction on carp lete rai -danizat ion is once four repeated measures

14



have occurred no more will be run using those same conditions.

Each test , using the Landolt-ring charts, required that the subjects

choose six circles and six rings , containing a gap located at the right

center , positioned randanly in the 7 by 7 matrix of the Lardolt-rings. In

each case the specified rings and circles were located in rardanly chosen

positions. This would eliminate the possibility of a subject memorizing

the positions of the rings after rep eated test . During the test the

subjects would marl -out the specific rings with their pen and would ra ise

their pen when finished with the chart .

The exper imenter at all times m ade the appropriate illuninat ion level

changes , and kept a record of each subject ’s task times for each experi-

ment .

15



CHAFfER IV

EXPER IMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments are designed to study the effects of several factors

on the visual requi rements for task performance. The main objective of

the study was to determine what effects , if any, illumination , age , and

chart design had on visual performance. The illumination level s for the

exper iments were set at 10 ft-c and 175 ft-c . Two age categories were

used in the exper iments . Also , two types of charts were used . There are ,

then , two fixed levels for each of the three—factors or eight experimental

conditions (2~~) .  This is called a 2~ factorial experiment since both

levels of each of the three factors are being carb ined with both levels of

all other factors .

It was decided to choose four people for each group , under each of

the eight conditions , making a total of 32 runs . To rardcinize the experi-

ments the illumination levels, chart type and subj ects were picked at

narxlm .

To determi ne what effects the three factors may have on visual per-

formance , a statistical analysis was performed on the data obtai ned in the

experiments. The analysis indicates what factors were significant in the

experiments.

The three factors , illumination , chart type , and subjects were involved

in the experiment . The intensity levels and chart type were predetermined

before the experim ents , therefore , represent fixed factors . The subj ects

in the experiments , howeve r , were picked at rar dan and represent a ~nall

sample of all possible subj ects , thus representing a randan factor. The

mathematical mode l of this experiment is thus a three factor mixed model .

16
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The mathematical model for this experiment and design is:

Yij 1w~ = .u + Ci + Ij + CIij + Gk + CGik + IGjk

+ CIGijk + Em( i jk )

where YijI~m represent the measured variable ~~ a camion effect in all

observations . This is the true mean of the population fran which all the

data came. Ci represents the type of chart where i = 1, 2. Ij represents

the illumination with j  = 1,2 and Gk the group type assigning k = 1,2.

Em(ijk) is the rardcin error in the experiment with m = 1,2,3,4. The other

terms represent the intenactions between the main factors C , I and G.

Table 2 presents the calculations for arriving at the sum of the squares

(SS ) , for the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of a three—factor factorial

with n replications per cell.

The analysis of this experiment consist of collecting 32 items of

data indicated in Table 3 taken in a carpletely randanized manner. The

units of mneasurenent are in seconds . The exper iment s and the mathematical

model suggest a three-way analysis of variance ( ANOVA) which yield the final

results in Table 4.

To interpret the results in Table 4, seven different hypotheses may

be tested :

Hi: Ci = o for all i (no chart effect)

112: Ij = o for all j  (no illuninance effect)

H3: Gk = o for all k (no group effect)

114: CIij = o for all i and j  (no C X I interaction effect )

115: CGij = o for all i and k )no C X G interaction effect )

116: IGjk = o for all j  and k (no I X G interaction effect)

H?: CIGijk = o for all i , j  and k (no C X I X G interaction effect )

17



The proper test statistic is the F statistic with 1 and 24 degrees of

freedan. At the 5 pen ent significance level (c  = 0.05 ) the critical

region of F is 4.26. Canparing each -“~~in square wi th the er ror mean

square indicates that all but two hypothesis can be rejected : I X G and

C X I X G have no effect on the experiment.

The results of the F test show a signi ficance among all the individual

in performing the experiments. Subject variabili ty is highly significance

as expected for the corrparisons between age groupings. The reason the

three factors are significant is that the hypothesis made at the beginning

of the experiments stated that these three factors would have no effect

on the xttcane of the experiments . Fran the results this was proven

false. The results showed that the only factors that proved true fran

the typothesis were the interaction between illuminance and group type

(I  X G) and the interaction between chart type, illuminance, and age

groupings (C X I X  G ) .

18



TABLE 2

ANOVA for a Three-Factor
Factorial With n Replications

Per Cell

Source df ss ms

Factor C a—i SSC Each ss is
divided
by

Factor I b—i SSI its cli

Factor G c—i SSG

Interaction (a—l ) (b—l ) SSCI
C X I

Interaction (a—l )( c—l ) SSCG
C X G

Interaction (b—l )( c—l ) SSIG
I X G

Interaction ( a— i ) ( b— l) ( c— l ) SSCIG
C X I X G

E(error) abc ( n—l ) SST

TOTAL abcn SST



SS (Valves )

a b c n  -, _ _ _

S S T = & ~~~~~~ Ytjkrn — abcn
i j  k m

a .,
SSC = ~~YI . . .  -

i abcn
bcn

b
SSI = ~~ Y~ .k. —

_ _  
abcn

abn

SSG = ~~ Y~ .k. -
k abcn

SSCI = ~~ Y~ .k. - SSC - SSI +
ij  on

SSCG =~~~~ Y~ .k. - SSI - 5 S G + y ~ ...
i k  bn abcn

b c
SSIG =~~~~ ~~jk. — SSI — S S G + Y ~...j k  an abcn

a b c
SSCIG = 

~~ Yij k. — SSC — SS1 — SSG - SSCI
i j k  n

- SSCG - SSIG - a Jx r ~

SS ERF~JR = SST — SSC — SSI — SSG - SSCI — SSCG — SSIG — SSCIG
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TABLE 3

A Test of Visual Performance

Group I (30 ) Group II (40 )

Illuminance(ft—c) Illuninance(ft—c)

CHAR!’ ( 10 ~l75 10 [ l75 j
35.0 24.2 35.3 25.2

TYPE A 34.2 23.4 37.1 27.2

35.1 25.3 37.3 26.5

37.2 26.0 36.1 29.0

40.3 26.1 39.0 29.2

TYPE B 39.1 25.2 45.1 30.6

42.1 26.9 47.2 32.5

37.3 28.1 44.6 30.7
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TABI~E 4

ANOVA for a Three—Fac t or

Factorial for the Exper i mental

Data

Source df SS MS

Ci 1 152.69 153 . 69* # 8~~ G + 160C

Ij 1 1079.96 1079.96* + 8O~G + 1601

Gk 1 69.33 69.33* + 16~~

CI ij  1 19.38 19.38* + 4~~IG + 80C 1

IGik 1 13.10 13.10* + 8~~ G

IGj k 1 .58 .58 + 86~G

CIGijk 1 .83 .83 + 4~~ G

Exn ( igk) 24 78.12 3.26 Ci~

TOTAL 31 1413.99

*Signj fj cance is indicated at the 5 percent level .
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TABLE 5

Adjusted Experimental Data

For Calculating Sum of Squares

( Table 3 Entries Minus 33 .07)

Group I (30 ) Grcxip II (40

Illuminance ( ft—c ) Illuninance ( ft—c )

1.93 —8.87 2.23 —7.87

1.13 —9 .67 4.03 —5 . 87

TYPE A 2.03 —7.77 4.23 —6 .57 —35.02

4.13 —7.07 3.03 -4.07

9.22 —33 .38 13.52 —24 .38

7.23 -.6 .97 5.93 —3.87

6.03 —7 .87 12 .03 —2 .47

TYPE B 9.03 —6.17 14.13 -0.57 34.88

4.23 —4.97 11.53 —2.37

26.52 —25.98 43 . 62 —9 . 28

35.74 —59 .36 57 . 14 —33 .66 — .14
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CHAPTER V

St1vT~4ARY AND RECcM4ENDATIONS

StmTna ry

There is evidence to conclude that when an engineer designs a

lighting system he should take into consideration the aging factors of

the eye for the workers concerned . Fran the statistical analysis the

factors of illuminance , age, and chart task are of significant importance

when designing a lighting system .

Reconinerdations

Additional experiments with more camplicated experimental procedures

should be performed to show more detailed effects of the aging processes

in the eye. Sane of the task to perform are the self-paced Landolt-r ing

charts, paced Landolt-ring tasks , tracking task and conveyor tasks . Exper-

imenting with greater intensities of light could also be a factor in

future experiments .

By dividing the subjects tested into ~naller age groupings, ex: 25 , 30 ,

35 , 40.. . , experiments could be run to caipare and determine at what age

the visual processes starts to decline . Choosing subjects who either all

wear corrective lens or who all have 20/20 vision , in similar age groupings ,

for experimental purposes would be interesting to observe and to catpare

their results . Also , designing different task charts for experimenting

could influence task t imes .

A sinizlation model of the eve could also be an irrportant tool in

developing a lighting system. One such model has been developed by

John Spencer ( 7 ) .  The model represents the interaction between the pupil

and retina systems . Spencer ’s model simulates the deccznposition process
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of rtiodopsin in the eye. By simulating the input signal , visual signed

ard the pupi llary control mechan isi~ of the eye canparisons of subjects

can be made by observing their rate of decanposition of rhodopsin and

pupil variation due to a predetermined input signal .

The main draw-back in this particular model is that it simulates

only one cell of the eye. Hence , to acquire a more accurate model a

niilticelled design should be incorporated. Also, Spencer ’s model is a

analog sii~ ilation for a one cell model, thus, to similat e a multi-celled

model the program should be converted to fortran to efficiently handle

the system .

In conclusion , lighting working areas for productive results is an

important problem which at the present time has not been developed to

its fullest potential but with today’s increasing technolo~~’, new methods

will be found for designing lighting arrangements.
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APPENDIX

CALCULATIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Calculate the Sun of Squares
2

a b c n  2 Y....
SST =~~~~~~*~~ Y i jkm-abcn

i j  k m
2

( —14)
SST = 1413.99 — 32 = 1413 .99

a 2 2
SSC = * Yi... - Y . . . .

i abcn
bcn

(_35 .02)2 + (34.88)
2 

— ( =14) 2 
—SSC = 16 32 - 5 . 6 9

b 2
SSI =~~~Y.j.. — Ye...

________ 
abcn

acn

SSI = ~ 2.88) 2 
+ (_93.02)2 — (_ .l4)

2 
= 1079.96

16 32

SSG ( Y ~ .k. —

k abcn
abn

(23 . 62 ) 2 
+ (23.48 )2 — (—14) 

-SSG = 16 32 - 69.33

a b  2
SSCI = *,~ Yij ..  — SSC — SSI — Ye...

ii cn abcn

ssci - 
(22.74 ) ~ ( —57.76 ) (70 . 14) ~ (—3 5.26 ) 2 ( 14) 2

- 

8 — 

32

—1079 .96 — 152 . 69 = 19.38
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Calculate Sun of Squares

a c  2 2
SSCG = k. E Yi.k. - ssc - ssc -

i k  bn abcn

(_ 24.16) 2 
+ ( 54 ) 2 

+ (10.85 ) 2 
+ (34 34 ) 2 

— (_ .l4) 2
SSCG = 8 32

—69.33 — 152 .69 = 13.10

b c  2 2
S S I G= U  Y.j k. - SSI - S S G - Y . . .

j k  an abcn

(35~ 74) 2 
+ (_ 59.36 ) 2 

+ (57 . 14 ) 2 
+ ( _33.66 ) 2 

— (_ . l4) 2
SSIG = 8 32

—69 .33 — 1079 .96 = .58

a b c
SSCIG = ~~ Yijk. — SSC - SSI — SSG — SSCI — SSCG

i j k  n

Y2
-SSCG - SSIG -

2 2(9 .22 ) + ( —33.38 ) + (l3 .52 )~ + (24.38 r + (26.52 ) + ( —25.98 ) +
SSCIG = 4

(con ’t)  (43 .62 ) 2 
+ (9 .28) 2

4

_ _ _ _ _  
— 69.33 — 1079 .9 6 — 1 5 2 . 6 9 — .58 — 1 3 . 1 0 — 1 9 . 3 8  = .83

32

SS ERF~JR = SST — SSC — SSI — SSG - SSCI - SSCG — SSIG — SSCIG

SS ERW~R = 1413.99 — 1079.96 — 152.69 — 69 . 33 — 13.10 — 19.38

— .58 — .83 = 78.12
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TABL E 6

I•:L~t i nu t cd M • -
~~~~ Li ~~~ ior

the E xV ! I n nt :,1 fl~*t ;t

2 2 2 4

F’ F R B

i j k m

Ci 0 2 2 4 C)~~ + 8 d ~~G + 16ØC

Ij 2 0 2 4 + 8c~ TG + 1 601

Gk 2 2 1 4

CJij 0 0 2 4 + 4d~~ IG + 80C1

CGik 0 2 1 4

IGj k 2 0 1 4 d~~ + 8 c iyr G

ClGijk 0 0 1 4 4

Em ( i j k )  1 1 1 1

F — Fixed !~~‘tor’

R — Randczn J~~tc~ or

Hid< s (4)
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